TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of August 8th (As of 8.9.11)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com

Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of note this week:

Season finales

**TODDLERS & TIARAS**-Wednesday, August 10th

Season premieres

**KATE PLUS 8**- Monday, August 8th

Specials

**CRAZY ABOUT PIPPA**- Tuesday, August 9th

**HIGH STAKES SWEEPERS**- Sunday, August 14th

---

Monday, August 8th

8:00 PM ET/PT

**UNDERCOVER BOSS #7 - GSI COMMERCE**

Michael Rubin, CEO of the billion dollar e-commerce giant GSI, which provides customer service and product shipments for online orders to numerous top U.S. retailers, goes undercover in his own company where he discovers that rushing through a task can result in injury to others, and that his packing and shipping skills are not up to company standards.

9:00 PM ET/PT

**KATE PLUS 8 (SEASON 2) #12 - DC CUPCAKE VISIT**

Kate takes Mady and Cara and their two best friends, who are also sisters, to visit and bake with the stars of TLC’s DC Cupcakes, Sophie and Katherine. The Gosselins learn the famous signature swirl and bond over sugar and flour with Sophie and Katherine as they create their own cupcake flavor combinations. Then it’s off to Annapolis as Kate, Mady, and Cara visit with Jon’s aunt and uncle to spend time with family. Back at home, the sextuplets are competing against each other in their very own “summer games” competition. With two teams, the boys Vs the girls, who will win the gold medal?

9:30PM ET/PT

**KATE PLUS 8 (SEASON 2) #7 - 8 MOVIE MAKERS**

Although the eight Gosselin children are no strangers to being on camera, they have a lot to learn about being behind the camera when making their own movie! Watch as the Gosselin kids dress up in fun costumes and create a movie starring orphans, lions and even flying unicorns! Each Gosselin
takes their turn in playing different roles in front of the camera and behind the scenes. Once the film is completed, they take to the red carpet for the premiere of their movie, Hollywood style, for Kate and the world to see!

10:00 PM ET/PT

**SURPRISE HOMECOMING (SEASON 1) #6 - OPERATION: WILDLIFE**

Host Billy Ray Cyrus reunites a military family at the Denver Zoo, with the help of some very special animal friends, while a soldier makes a surprise appearance at his daughter's elementary school picnic. Finally, a Naval Reservist returns home just in time to catch his teenage son's very first varsity football game.

---

**Tuesday, August 9th**

9:00 PM ET/PT

**CRAZY ABOUT PIPPA**

This one-hour special focuses on Britain's most eligible bachelorette - Duchess of Cambridge Kate Middleton's younger sister - Pippa Middleton. On April 29th 2011, the world saw not only the Royal Wedding, but the day the world stood up and took notice of Kate's elusive younger sister and Maid of Honor. Throughout the hour, those closest to Pippa provide insight into the life and work of the future Queen of England's sister. Those who know and admire her will answer the question, who is Pippa Middleton? While Prince Harry is reportedly referring to Pippa as a 'foxy filly', replicas of her bridesmaid dress are flying off the shelves and she is even being tipped to be 2011's 'Rear of the Year'. With *Tatler* Magazine naming her number one society singleton in 2008 (beating Princess Eugenie in the process), and with over 185,000 'likes' on Facebook and close to 238,000 members of the "Pippa Middleton Ass Appreciation Society" to date, there is no doubt that this younger Middleton sister is getting her share of attention.

---

**Wednesday, August 10th**

10:00 PM ET/PT

**TODDLERS & TIARAS (SEASON 4) #2 - RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE**

Little divas are duking it out in Louisville, Kentucky for the Rumble in the Jungle World Championship Title! Five-year-old pageant superstar Eden is the one to beat, and she knows what it takes to win. Alexis, 5, is used to winning most beautiful, and mom is certain her looks will get her the biggest crown. Three-year-old Isabella is a wild card, but her mom is hoping she'll follow in her own pageant footsteps.

---

**Thursday, August 11th**

10:00 PM ET/PT

**LA INK (SEASON 4) #16 - TATS FOR JAPAN**

Kat and the crew decide to throw a benefit for the earthquake victims in Japan, but find out High Voltage may not be so safe when the big one hits. Tensions rise between Rooftop and Arianna, and when Arianna takes Kat's car without permission, it may be the end of the road for Kat's new roommate. Kat helps Darlene honor her grieving Japanese mother with a stunning portrait from her youth. Khoi memorializes Stephanie's twin brother in a vivid Pisces tattoo, and Kat brings Char to tears with her depiction of Char's adopted son. In a madcap marathon, the shop unites the community with tattoos of hope and renewal for the Japan benefit.
Friday, August 12th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA (SEASON 2) #11 - TWO MOMS ARE BETTER THAN NONE**

When Hannah brings both her mom and stepmom to help her choose a dress, the competition gets fierce. Bride Kourtney suffers from her mom's absence. Bride Lauren was so determined to lose weight, that she ordered her dress a size smaller than recommended.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**FOUR WEDDINGS (SEASON 3) #13 - ...AND A FLIRTATIOUS APE**

Keshia exchanges vows on the lawn of an elegant mansion, while Jaclyn says I Do at the zoo! Melissa brightens an urban loft with pretty paper decorations, and Megan explores the mystical side of her Friday the 13th wedding with tarot cards.

---

Sunday, August 14th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE (Season 3) #5 - I WAS GONNA GAG**

Clutter, bugs and mold have taken over the home of extreme hoarder Floyd and his 3-year old son Charlie. Floyd has been visiting yard sales and auction sites for years, bringing home storage units full of items that he can't afford and does not need. As conditions in and around the house continue to deteriorate, Floyd's two older children Chelsea and Dallas are beginning to fear for the safety and well-being of their younger sibling. Under pressure from his family, Floyd enlists the help of clinical psychologist Dr. Rebecca Beaton. But as she witnesses the living situation first-hand, she has no choice but to report Floyd to Child Protection Services. Now, in order to get his son back, Floyd must begin the overwhelming task of cleaning up before he loses his family forever.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**HIGH STAKES SWEEPERS**

HIGH STAKES SWEEPERS is a one-hour special that tells the stories of die-hard "sweepers." They spend up to 60 hours per week searching for forms, buying products and testing their luck in thousands of contests in the hopes of winning anything from a tube of toothpaste to a trip to Italy. They're raiding the supermarkets, taking the kids dumpster-diving for bottle caps and relying on both strategy and superstition to improve their chances. Viewers will enter their world to see how sweeping has affected their lives, check out the thousands of things they've won and be there when the doorbell rings for the next big prize.